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Cover Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep
are being gradually reintroduced to their
former range in northeast Oregon. See
story and more photos on page 8.
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A Responsibility to Speak Out
A logging operation in eastern Oregon . . a proposal to fill part of a coastal
estuary with dirt . . . the subdivision of lands in central Oregon for summer
homes . . . the construction of low head dams on all possible streams. What
do all of these have in common? Some would say they are signs of progress
in Oregon; others that they are the result of increasing human populations.
However, to the biologist working with the fish and wildlife resource of
the state, each of the items may be an assault on the habitat base that supports
this important public treasure. Despite what some groups may say, the key
to fish and wildlife populations is the provision of food, water and shelter
the habitat upon which these creatures depend for their survival. Stopping
all hunting, trapping and fishing would not insure bountiful populations of
fish and game if the land and water that provides a home for the creatures
has been eliminated or so modified that it no longer is useful to them.
It has been said at times that the Department of Fish and Wildlife is
anti-progress and gets involved in too many things. This complaint has become
more common as Oregon's human population has increased and more and
more demands have been placed on the land and water. Some fifty years
ago when people were fewer, energy was abundant and the wide open spaces
were still wide open, most of the conflicts we hear about today weren't even
imagined. In the past decade, we have added an estimated half million people
to Oregon's population and an inevitable increase on the demands on the
fixed land and water base.
Okay, so we have more people, but why does the Department have to get
embroiled in proposed uses of public and even private lands and water? It
should be remembered that the fish and wildlife biologists have the often
unenviable job of trying to manage resources that are dependent on habitat
over which they usually have little direct control. The Department does own
some land, but the greatest portion of Oregon is owned and controlled by
others. Multiple use management, including wildlife use, is the policy of the
two big federal landowners, the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management. The other half of the state is owned by private concerns who often
have a very specific single prime use in mind for their land; often a use that
is not necessarily beneficial to fish and wildlife.
Though the waters of the state belong to the people of the state, there
are a great number of uses folks want to make of them. Allowing these waters
to exist for the use of fish is rather incomprehensible to some individuals.
It should be remembered that in most cases, the Department and its
biologists do not have the power of veto, nor can they make final rules as
to how land and water will be used. Their role is that of an advisor and
that of an advocate for fish and wildlife. This advocacy may occur on a
one-to-one basis with individuals, in front of large forums, or in some cases
in the courts. In virtually every instance, there are also strong advocates for
all of the other interests involved.
Fish and wildlife have aesthetic, recreational and economic values. Legislatures have indicated that it is state policy that the resource and these values
should be managed for optimum benefits for present and future generations
of the citizens of the state. This is not possible if the habitat base is destroyed.
Continued p. 12
.
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COMMISSION MEETINGS
and Wildlife Commission meetings pre-

Due to scheduling problems, Fish
viously scheduled for March 20 and 21 have been moved to April 3 and 4.
On Thursday, April 3, the Commission will conduct a public hearing and

set regulations for hunting antelope, cougar and bighorn sheep in 1980. The
following day, April 4, ocean salmon seasons for both commercial and recreational fishermen will be set, also following a public hearing.
Meetings both days will begin at 9 a.m. at Fish and Wildlife Department
headquarters, 506 SW Mill Street in Portland.EJ
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Coho Management

A Dilemma

by Bob Gunsolus

Anadromous Fish Coordinator

"If ODFW would quit managing
our salmon we'd all be better off, including the salmon." Perhaps this is
not a direct quote but that advice has
been offered to Department biologists
on several occasions. In some respects
I don't blame people for feeling this
way. A lot of our salmon runs are in
trouble, and fishermen are getting
upset about it. And it's not really surprising that the Department of Fish
and Wildlife is getting blamed after
all, we're the ones the state hired as
trustees of the resource for the peopie. So what's our excuse? Why
aren't we doing a better job? Those
are fair questions, but they can't be
answered with simple statements.
Let me attempt to explain sóme of
the complexities of managing Oregon's salmon by using cobo as an example.
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Who's Managing What for Whom?
It is the state policy that cobo
"shall be managed to provide the optimum economic, commercial, recreational, and aesthetic benefits for
present and future generations of the
citizens of this state." Based on this
policy and supporting guidelines, biologists conduct Department programs and, in policy matters, make

recommendations to the Fish and
Wildlife Commission. The Commission considers these recommendations together with public testimony and establishes regulations
necessary to comply with their responsibilities and to carry out the
fish management programs of the
Department. That isn't nearly as
easy as it may sound.
The policy means there shall be an
allocation of the harvestable surplus
of cobo among all users in a way that
provides the best for the people of the
state as a whole, a formidable task
in itself which rests upon the com,.-missioners' shoulders. The staff, and
:'m including all of the Department's
biologists in this term, is primarily
concerned with the resource
its

-
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To many Oregonians salmon are a priceless treasure. But the management of these
fish is becoming ever more complex. Increasing demands for fish have run headlong

into declining populations.

protection, propagation, enhancement, and all those words that mean
looking after the resource and making it bigger and better.
Those sound like worthy objectives

that should lead to more fish for everyone, but that's not quite the way

it is. Each person is entitled to land,
water, housing, energy, highways,
and a host of other necessities in addition to a share of the cobo.
Unfortunately, most of these other
services are not compatible with
salmon, and many biologists are literPage 3

ally engulfed in the process of coordinating the Department's fish programs with the programs of other
agencies in an effort to try to obtain
the best of both worlds. Relatively
little of a biologist's time is available
for making fish runs bigger and better; most of it is spent trying to hang
on to what we have now.
So far my comments apply to other
salmon as well as coho, but that's
really part of the problem. Coho are
mixed with other salmon and other
fish throughout most of their lives.
Nonetheless, efforts are made to gain
information on each stock of fish so
it can be managed in the best interests of the state. Studies involving
marking and tagging coho and their
subsequent recovery tell us something about where coho go during
their life, who catches them, and
when they're harvested.
We know, for example, that most
coho caught off the Oregon and California coasts are of Columbia River
origin. We also know that coho from
as far north as Canada contribute to
Oregon fisheries and that Oregon
stocks contribute to fisheries to the

north. What this points out is that
no one state or country has complete
control of the harvest of its salmon

Let's look at the record of hatchery

ment Council recommends fishing
regulations which are set by the U.S.
Secretary of Commerce.
The council is made up of the
directors of the state marine fish
agencies and public representatives
of the Pacific Coast states. Staff bio!ogists are also involved in U.S.-Canada negotiations regarding the interception of one another's salmon
stocks. The list of interagency committees is a yard long, but all of them
are concerned with protecting or improving the resource.

production and see what we've

gained so far. Prior to 1960 most coho
along the Pacific Coast were of wil
origin. The total number of coh
smolts released from California, Oregon, and Columbia River hatcheries
totaled only 8.5 million in 1960.
Smolts are juveniles ready to enter
the ocean.
As hatchery programs expanded
during the 1960's and more smolts
were released, the production of
adult coho as measured by the Oregon Production Index (OPI) also increased. The OPI, described in the
January 1980 issue of OREGON
WILDLIFE, is the total number of
adult coho that can be accounted for
in the catch and escapement south
of, but including, the Columbia
River.
Everyone was happy with the increased abundance, but biologists became concerned as the total production of coho began to fluctuate
independent of the number of smolts
released (illustration ) . This concern
mounted as the trend of coho production showed a decline in the 1970's
even though the annual number of

Production

Let's get down to the nitty gritty
concerning Oregon's coho problems.
Our coho populations have shown
serious declines in recent years, and
fishing opportunity has been restricted, especially in 1979. No one thing
can be done as a panacea for our coho
problems, but it would certainly help
if we had more coho to go around.
If we need more coho, why then don't
we just go ahead and raise more for
release from our hatcheries? Releases
of juvenile coho have been increasing,
but there are warning signs that we
should use caution in our hatchery
program.

smolts released continued to irTh,
crease.

stocks.

Let's assume that the state of
Washington closed its offshore
waters for some period of time to protect wild coho. What would prevent
Washington fishermen from fishing
off Oregon's coast and with this increased effort perhaps overharvesting
Oregon stocks? On the other hand,
what would keep both Oregon and
Washington fishermen from continuing to fish outside of Washington's
jurisdiction (three miles) and landing
their fish in Oregon?
In an attempt to achieve better
management of the resource, interstate and even international agencies
and committees have evolved. Within
the Columbia River, commercial gillnet and Indian set-net fisheries are
regulated by the Columbia River
Compact, an interstate body consisting of the Oregon Fish and Wildlife
Commission and the director of the
Washington Department of Fishenes. In the ocean the fisheries inside three miles are regulated by the
individual states, but outside three
miles the Pacific Fishery ManagePage 4
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Simply releasing more smolts from
hatcheries does not appear to be the
,nswer. Although there has been a
increase in the number of
natchery smolts released, the predicted OPI production level of less than
one million coho in 1980 is near the
same level as in 1960. Why aren't
more coho surviving?
We've tried to answer that ques-

tion. Biologists have carefully
checked the health of smolts when
released from hatcheries in the spring
of their second year. Environmental
factors were examined for indications
that survival was influenced as the
smolts migrated to the ocean. There
was no evidence of a problem in fresh
water, so factors in the ocean were
studied.

Because the number of 2-year-old
jack coho returning to fresh water
could be used to forecast the number
of 3-year-old adults available in the
OPI in the following year, it was obvious that survival rates had been determined before the jacks left the
ocean. By this process of elimination
we concluded that whatever is affecting survival rates happens during the
-oho's first summer in the ocean.
One ocean factor we examined was
upwelling. Upwelling results when
northwest winds cause an offshore
flow of the ocean surface water which
allows deeper, colder, nutrient-rich
water to rise and replace it. When
this upwelling process occurs, food
production increases significantly.
We found a strong relationship in recent years between the intensity of
upwelling and the production of
adult coho (illustration). The time
that upwelling begins in the spring
also seems important to survival. It
appears upwelling, or some environmental condition related to it, somehow is limiting the survival of juvenile coho in the ocean.
Some biologists believe this apparent limitation could be related to
present scheduling of smolt releases
from our hatcheries. Others feel the
loss of wild spawners has caused the
decline in production. Throughout
the centuries nature has selectively
developed stocks of wild coho with
life cycles adapted to the special
'roblems related to each individual
stream. The adaptability of characteristics such as time of spawning,
time of migration to the ocean, reOREGON WILDLIFE
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Increases in hatchery salmon numbers beginning in 1960 stimulated increased sport
and commercial fishing pressure offshore. Unfortunately. as ocean harvests went
up, escapement of wild fish to coastal streams has declined. A dilemma is how to
harvest hatchery stocks without overharvesting wild stocks.

sistance to disease, and the ongoing
selection of fittest individuals certainly could provide wild stocks a
greater opportunity to cope with adverse ocean survival conditions.
What techniques might we try to
bypass this limitation? We might do
as Japanese fish culturists have suc-

-

cessfully done
release more and
more juveniles to finally overcome an
apparent upper limit in their chum
and pink salmon production. To a degree we have been trying this approach. State and federal programs

have continued to release more
smolts. The Fish and Wildlife CornPage 5

mission has authorized large releases
of smolts by private aquaculturists,
and we are observing their programs
with great interest. Both private and
public fish culturists have ongoing

2,5OO(1o+1

\

experiments related to improving
survival rates of coho by releasing juveniles at different times and at different sizes. Despite some setbacks,
neither sector will concede that the
apparent limitation in production
can't be circumvented in some man-
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Harvest and Escapement

Hatchery production, while increasing the number of adult fish
available for harvest, has also contributed to management problems.
As the number of hatchery-produced
coho increased in availability to the
ocean fisheries in the 1960's, more
fishing effort was attracted. This resulted in a gradual increase in the
percentage of the available coho or
OPI being harvested by the ocean
fisheries (illustration). The apparent
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catch rate rose from about 75% in the
late 1960's to a high of about 90% in
1976 and 1977. Although the apparent catch rate rose only 15%, the effect on escapement was dramatic. Let
me explain why.
A catch rate of 75% would mean
that three out of every four fish
would be caught, or that three fish
would be caught for one fish escaping
the fishery. A catch rate of 90% would
mean nine fish out of 10 would be
Page 6
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SURVIVAL RATES OF HATCHERY AND WILD-"COHO DETERMINED
BY STUDIES AT MINTER CREEK, WASHINGTON

caught, or that nine fish would be
caught for one fish escaping the fishery. A 9 to i catch to escapement
ratio is three times the catch rate of
a 3 to i catch to escapement ratio.

la

Adults

or

_,,2.5

only one-third as great. As a result,
only one-third as many fish, proportionately, as in previous years were
available for the inland sport fishery,
Columbia Hiver gill-net fishery,
hatchery reproduction, and natural
spawning.
Catch rates, however, are not absolute management tools. Higher catch
rates can be allowed in good production years than in poor years. Let's
examine two hypothetical years, one
with an OPI production of four million adults and the other with an OPI
production of one million adults. If
the catch rate was 80% during both
years (4 to 1 catch to escapement
ratio), then 3,200,000 adults would be
caught in the good year and 800,000
in the poor year. The resulting escapement would be 800,000 in the
good year and 200,000 in the bad
year. If our escapement goal was
400,000 adult coho for inland harvest
and reproduction needs, for example,
then we would have twice the escapement we needed in the good year, but
only one-half the escapement we

needed in the bad year. Catch rates
must be considered in relation to production as well as escapement goals-...,
The increased catch rate by th
ocean fisheries has impacted wild fish
much more than it has hatchery fish.
Again, let me explain why. As an example we can compare what happens
to the young of both wild and hatchery coho (illustration). This comparison is based on results of a study con-

ducted by the Washington
Department of Fisheries at Minter

Creek, Washington, between 19371954. Beginning with parents of equal
reproductive potential, hatchery fish
survived at a much higher rate in
fresh water. This is logical because of
better fertilization of eggs, a protected habitat in which to live, and
planned food and health care.
On the other hand, wild fish survived twice as well after leaving
Minter Creek. This, too, is logical because natural selection of the fittest
individuals occurred for the wild fish
throughout the period hatchery fish
were protected. Obviously, two progeny must return to spawn for every
two parents if the population is to be

maintained. With the mortality ratesm,
that were experienced during thy,
study and a 2:1 catch to escapement
ratio (67% harvest rate), only 2.5 wild
MARCH 1980

progeny returned. The wild population could not withstand much additional harvest.
On the other hand, a substantial
excess of hatchery progeny returned.
Excess coho are common at Oregon
hatcheries for the same reason.

"'

ODFW is criticized for not allowing
these excesses to be harvested. Excesses can be harvested, of course, if
it doesn't matter that the wild stocks
are overharvested. Certainly, circumstances exist which justify overharvesting wild fish, but the importance

If ocean regulations are set to provide adequate escapement of all-important wild
stocks to coastal rivers, surpluses are bound to occur at some hatcheries. Harvest
rates which prevent excess returns to the hatchery result in too few wild fish returning.
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of wild coho goes far beyond their
harvest value. The value of wild coho
was discussed in detail in the December 1979 issue of OREGON

WILDLIFE.
One of the biggest problems currently facing fishery managers is how
to manage a fishery on mixed stocks
of hatchery and wild fish so that the
excess of hatchery fish are caught
without jeopardizing the wild population. The increased catch rate on
coho in recent years is a good example of how wild populations respond
to overfishing.
Trends of wild fish populations
have been monitored for over 30
years by counting peak numbers of
coho returning to spawn in designated index streams in the Columbia
River and on the Oregon coast. The
escapement of wild spawners began
decreasing in the 1970's at the same
time fishing rates were increasing (illustration). Poor production of coho
in 1977 and 1978 combined with high
harvest rates resulted in extremely
low levels of spawning fish. Although
the number of wild spawners in
coastal streams increased in 1979
over that of the two previous years,
the production level established by
parent spawners in 1976 was only
maintained.
The Dilemma

When we put together the pieces
of management problems we've discussed, it should be apparent that
there is no easy solution to the coho
problem. We want more coho, but
just increasing hatchery production
isn't the answer. Production current'y appears limited by upwelling conditions. Even if we increase coho
abundance above apparent limitations with hatchery production, wild
fish must still be protected. When the
fisheries are restricted to provide an
adequate escapement of wild coho, a
surplus of hatchery coho occurs.
When these surpluses return to
hatcheries, the Department is criticized for not allowing a greater harvest.
Coho management is a dilemma,
but there are ways out of dilemmas.
The best approach, and the one we
are following, is to carefully consider
the possible alternatives and avoid
any action that will jeopardize the
choice of options in the future.D
Page 7

Rocky Mountain Sheep Transplants Continue
Twenty Rocky Mountain bighorn
sheep have been relocated into the
upper Hells Canyon during the last
few months, bringing to 34 the number released there in the last three
winters.
District Wildlife Biologist Vic Coggins of Enterprise says the transplants are part of an ongoing program
to try to reestablish this subspecies
of bighorn into some of the Oregon
habitat that it formerly occupied.
The new herd, located in the vicinity
of Battle Creek and Hells Canyon
Creek, will now be left on its own to
survive and hopefully begin repopulating the Snake River rims. Coggins
says there is now an excellent distribution of sex and age classes in the
group and that he has no plans to
transplant any more animals into this
particular area.
All of the sheep transplanted into
Hells Canyon have been ear tagged
and fixed with colored streamers so
they can be identified from a distance.
In addition, four have been fitted with
radio transmitter collars so their
movements can be monitored.
The Rocky Mountain bighorn was
originally native to the northeastern
part of Oregon including the Wallowas and part of the Blue Mountains. They were reported as far south
as the Strawberry Mountains in
Grant County, and were also found
in the high breaks of the Snake River
canyon.
The story of the decline of the
Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep in
Oregon parallels the decline of other
wilderness species that could not
compete with the coming of civilization, says staff big game biologist
Paul Ebert. During the 1800's large
bands of domestic sheep grazed most
of the habitat used by the bighorns.
Competition for food and the skin
disease "scabies" brought in by domestic sheep caused a rapid decline
in numbers during the last half of the

last century.
Hunters who pursued the declining
population without regulation for
meat or trophies also hastened their
extinction in Oregon. The last Rocky
Mountain bighorn disappeared from
Page 8
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This young Rocky Mountain bighorn ram has been fitted with
and will soon be released in a new home.

the Lostine River Canyon between
1941 and 1945.
The first attempts to reestablish
the Rocky Mountain subspecies in
northeastern Oregon, says Ebert, occurred in April of 1971 when 20 sheep
were picked up from Jasper National
Park in Alberta. These were released
in Short Creek Canyon one-half mile
below Hells Canyon Dam on the
Snake River. Reproduction was seen
for several years but this population
had disappeared by 1973.

a

colored ear streamer

Also during 1971 another 20 sheep
were received from Jasper National
Park and in November these were
released in the Silver Creek Burn on
the north side of the Lostine River.
Excellent reproduction was seen in
this group and even after trapping
and transplanting more than 50 sheep
from the Lostine group the population remains at more than 70.
With the observation of 24 rams.
with horns three-quarter curl or
larger, the first limited hunting seaMARCH 1980

son was scheduled in the fall of 1978.
Eight tags were authorized and seven
hunters were successful in bagging
trophy of a lifetime. In 1979 six
more tags were authorized and all six
hunters were successful.

"ie

Although these sheep summer
along Hurricane Divide, Ebert says,
they migrate each winter to a small
winter range near the site of release.
They show no tendency to spread to
new ranges on their own, so it is
critical that they be closely monitored and managed within the capacity of this small winter range.
In January 1977, the first sheep
were trapped from the Lostine group
near the top of the Silver Creek Burn
and 17 were transplanted seven miles
to the northeast into the Bear Creek
drainage. The move turned out to be
temporary as most of the adult sheep

eventually returned to the trapping
site. In December of 1977 eight young
sheep were selected from a group of
trapped sheep in Silver Creek Burn
in hopes they would show less tendency to migrate back, and they were
released in Bear Creek. This group
remained in Bear Creek until early
,4vI ay but has since returned as the
'ist group did.
Last year 15 Rocky Mountain
bighorn sheep were received in an
exchange with the state of Idaho and
were released in the lower Imnaha.
Three lambs were seen with that
group this year providing the first
encouraging signs that this group is
adjusting to its new home.
All the sheep transplant operations
in northeast Oregon have been carned out in cooperation with the Wallowa-Whitman National Forest, says
Coggins. Environmental analysis of
other potential release sites in the
Wallowa Mountain area and Wenaha
River area is currently underway and
Coggins says he is hopeful that the
trap and transplant program will be
expanded into more areas.D

I

There is a wide range in age and sex among the 34 sheep released during the past
three years below Hells Canyon Dam. No more releases arescheduled in this particular
area. These are three rams and one ewe.
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Rugged bluffs and rimrock characterize the habitat at the sheep release site below
the mouth of Battle Creek in the Snake River Canyon
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Mountain Goat Population Up
A recent aerial survey revealed 32

mountain goats living on rugged
escarpments in the Eagle Cap Wilderness. This is the highest count so
far recorded and an increase of 25
percent over last year's count.
Vic Coggins, district wildlife biologist in Enterprise who made the survey, tallied 24 adult goats and eight
kids. Particularly encouraging, he
said, is the number of youngsters observed this year. Counts have remained fairly static in recent years
with from 18 to 24 animals tallied
and since 1973 the number ofkids has
remained low (at only two or four per
year.)
Not only was the reproduction
much improved this year, but the animals seem finally to be expanding
their range somewhat, Coggins said.
Although it is probably too soon to
forecast, he's keeping fingers crossed
that this year may mark the beginning of a steady buildup in the population.
Coggins' optimism is based on research done in Idaho by Lon Cook
which seems to indicate mountain
goat production improves when goat
numbers reach a point where some
animals are forced from their preferred habitat.
That undoubtedly sounds strange,
says Coggins, but Cook's observations indicate mountain goats don't
always go where conditions are most

suitable for their perpetuation.

Mountain goat populations are dominated by the old females or "nannies". All mountain goats rely on
their acute eyesight and upon the
protection afforded by precipitous
terrain for safety. The nannies are
not inclined to leave these steepest
areas for gentler slopes where the
food supplies may actually be better,
and the other animals tend to stay
there with them.
Food is usually sparce and production of young suffers on these areas.
Better reproduction and survival
occurs when populations expand so
that some animals are forced from
the rocky faces they prefer onto the
gentler areas where security from
Page 10

After many years of merely holding their own in the rugged Wallowas, mountain
goats now appear to be making some gains. These sharp, black horns, by the way,
are permanent fixtures and are not shed.

danger is less but food conditions are
much better.
This, speculates Coggins, may be
the point the Eagle Cap population
has reached. What happens in the
next few years will be interesting to
observe.

The mountain goat is a relative

newcomer to Oregon even though it
is a native animal in neighboring
states of Washington and Idaho. Apparently the Columbia and Snake
rivers prevented its natural migra-.
tion into this state. The goat popula
tion in the Eagle Cap Wilderness
began with the introduction of five
MARCH 1980

goats captured in Washington and
released near Wallowa Lake in 1950.
Staff big game biologist Paul Ebert
t-.'
this population had expanded
by 1965 to more than 35 animals and
appeared to be really going places.
Limited hunting was allowed for four
years in hopes that hunter pressure
would force the goats to expand their

range, but only the older billies
moved from the traditional range of
the nannies and kids. Hunting was
ended when reproduction started to
taper off.
The goats in the Wallowas generally are found along Hurricane and
Hurwal Divides although older billies
occasionally are seen as far east as
Bonneville and Aneroid Mountains.
The Francis Lake Basin is a popular
area for hikers to observe both the
goats and the Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep.
Another small population of wild
mountain goats exists high in the
canyon walls of the Columbia River
Gorge near Bonneville Hatchery.
This group stems from five releases
totaling 14 goats between the years
1969 and 1976. Results have been dis-

'"ouraging, however, as no evidence of
any reproduction has ever been observed in these animals.
This area could never carry a high
population of mountain goats because of limited habitat, especially

Special pads on mountain goat feet help them 'stick" to the steep rock they prefer
above all other terrain. Even so, accidental falls and other natural hazards such
as avalanche or falling rock take a toll.

during the winter months, says
Ebert. But the area does have some
potential for goats. Unless there is
some reproduction soon, however,
the population is bound to disappear.
In mountain goats, both males and
females bear true horns which are
never shed. The short dark horns
curve backward from the head and
are similar in size and appearance in
both sexes. The mountain goat is the
only species of big game in Oregon
having a white coat. Coarse hairs on
the back and legs give the animal a

'

humpbacked appearance.
The hooves come equipped with
pliable pads which provide traction
on smooth rocky surfaces, and no
other animal is better adapted for
mountain dwelling. Despite nature's
superb adaptations, however, natural
accidents including avalanche and
falls are a significant mortality factor
among goats.D
Ken Durbin
OREGON WILDLIFE

This old photo by William Finley shows a mountain goat kid. The Wallowa goat
population has averaged only two to four kids a year from 1972 to 1978. But this
winter eight new kids were observed.
Page 11

Duck Shooter Fined
District Court Judge John Cushman of Hood River gets our tip of
the hat this month. A Fairview man
appeared before the judge on a charge
of shooting ducks with a .22 caliber
rifle. Only shotguns are legal for such
activity and the judge let it be known
that he didn't approve of the illegal
action by fining the poacher $250 plus
a $25 statutory assessment. Good
show!LI
The Catch-and-Release logo developed by CalTrout.

PLEASE RETURN
STEELHEAD TAGS

"Catch and Release" Logo
Promotes Recycling Fish
If you've taken the time to glance
through the 1980 synopsis of angling
regulations you may have come
across the symbol reproduced above.
California Trout, Inc. (CalTrout),
has copyrighted this logo to promote
"catch and release" fishing which emphasizes releasing hooked fish when
quality sportfishing is the main objective, not the fish flesh.
By following a few simple rules,
one can be certain that released fish
will live to be caught again.
Fish that appear unharmed when
released may not survive if not carefully handled.
(1) Time is of the essence. Play
and release fish as rapidly as possible.
A fish out of water cannot live for
more than three or four minutes because of brain damage due to loss of
oxygen. A fish played gently for too
long may be too exhausted to recover.
(2) Keep the fish in the water as
much as possible. A fish out of water
is suffocating and, in addition, is

many times heavier. He may pound
himself fatally if allowed to flop on
beach or rocks. Even a few inches of
water under a thrashing fish acts as
a protective cushion.
(3) Gentleness in handling is essential. Keep your fingers out of the
gills. Do not squeeze small fish
they can be lifted and held easily
hölding them by the lower lip.

-
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Nets are helpful provided the mesh
does not become entangled in the
gills. Hooks and lines catching in nets
may delay releasing, so keep net in
water.
(4) Unhooking: Remove

the hook

as rapidly as possible with longnosed
pliers UNLESS FISH IS DEEPLY
HOOKED. If deeply hooked, cut the
leader and leave the hook in. Do not
tear out hooks roughly. Be gentle and
quick. Small fish, especially, may die
from shock from tearing out a hook.
A freely bleeding fish should be killed
and kept for the pan, if regulations
allow.
(5) Reviving: Some fish, especially
after a long struggle, may lose consciousness and float belly-up. Always
hold the fish in the water upright,
heading upstream. Move the fish forward and backward so that water
runs through the gills. This is artificial rêspiration and may take a few
minutes, especially in lakes. When it
revives, begins to struggle and can
swim normally, then release it to survive.
The design is copyrighted and registered. Permission to use it in a predescribed manner normally will be
granted free of charge.

"Catch-and-Release" sportfishing
is catching on at a time when our nation's future will require new approaches and new management tech-

Rich Berry, fishery biologist with
the Fish and Wildlife Department has
issued a plea to salmon and steelbead
anglers to return their 1979 salmonsteelhead catch records to the
Department as soon as possible, regardless of whether any fish were
caught. Data on the "steethead tags"
as they are commonly called, provides
much of the Department's information on the catch of salmon and steelhead in Oregon waters.
Daily angler licenses (issued for
one-, two-, or three-day periods) are
also needed, he said, if they were
purchased any time in 1979. Catch
information is included on the daily
angler licenses just as it is on the

salmon-steelhead catch record. They
are, in fact, the same form.
Tags and licenses may be deposited
in the cardboard boxes provided for
the purpose wherever hunting and
fishing licenses are sold, or may be
mailed directly to the Department.LI

Speak Out

...

Cont'd from p. 2
An important part of the reason for
the Department's existence is to represent the citizen's interest in the
conservation of fish and wildlife. It
is a legal as well as a moral obligation. Concern for the future of Oregon's fish and wildlife mandates that

the Department has a RESPONSIBILITY TO SPEAK OUT!LI1
R.E.S.
-Th

niques.D
MARCH 1980

Flushers and Flitters

Birds are made in two basic
,-models, depending on how they come
)ff the assembly line.
"Precocial" birds are well developed when they hatch, following
their mothers from the nests almost
as soon as they are dry. "Altricial"
birds hatch naked, blind and helpless,
and are fed in the nest by their
parents.
Almost all our game birds are of
the first type. Ducks, geese, pheasants, quail, turkeys, grouse, shorebirds all leave the nests soon after
hatching. The only altricial game
birds in North America are wild
doves and pigeons.
In fact, there's not a single precocial bird in North America that isn't
a game bird.
Size and table quality account for
some of that. Precocial game birds
are excellent eating and are usually
meatier than the altricial songbirds.
Our largest and heaviest birds happen to be game birds of the precocial
type: geese, wild turkeys and sage

/

But there's more to it than that.
Almost all precocial game birds are
groundnesters. Soon after hatching,
they learn to avoid predators by lying
motionless. Upland game birds carry
this into adulthood, freezing when
alerted and then exploding from their
covert in a sudden flush when danger
threatens. This means they can be
hunted with bird dogs. And because
of the flushing habit, in which they
must get off the ground and gain top
speed almost at once, most upland
game birds have developed broad,
heavy breast muscles of "white"
meat. They have special means of response and evasion that add up to
great sporting quality
while most
altricial birds are small, flit around
in the bushes, and don't stack up as
anything huntable.
South Dakota Digest
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Gray Fox

Three basic types of animals make up the wild dog family of North America.
They are the wolves, the coyotes and the foxes. Each member of this group,
known collectively as the family Canidae, has its own humanized reputation.
"Sly" is the normal adjective for the fox, but "graceful" would be more
accurate. In comparison to their larger cousins, foxes are
delicate
in appearance and action. Among the fox species, the gray fox is the most
unusual. It climbs trees.
Unlike other canids, the gray fox has sharp, curved toenails and small feet
that are well adapted for tree climbing.
Known in some places as the "tree fox", the gray may sometimes den in
a hollow tree several feet above the ground. For the most part, however, the
tree is used as a means of escape.
The red fox may take hunting dogs on a wild chase, backtracking trails
and use other deceptive tricks to lead pursuers astray. The gray fox, on the
other hand, is more likely to run a short distance and climb a tree.
The gray is not usually seen as often as the red fox. While both species
inhabit most of western Oregon and the east slope of the Cascades, the gray
fox keeps more to the timber while the red fox moves in open fields.
The gray fox is smaller than the red, weighing in at a maximum of 13
pounds. The gray fox has a salt and pepper colored coat with buff fur along
the sides and legs. A black stripe runs from the neck, along the back, to the
tip of the tail.
Like the red fox, the gray breeds in January or February with young born
in the spring. As with all members of the dog family, both parents tend to
child rearing responsibilities.
Once the pups have departed in early fall, the foxes return to a solitary
lifestyle for the winter. But by the next January the males and females will
get together again.
Foxes do not appear to mate for life, but rather adopt a form of living
called pair bonding. In this arrangement, the male and female remain loyal
to each during the pup rearing season. For foxes this is only a few months,
but with wolves the relationship may go on almost indefinitely since wolf
pups usually stay within the family for one to three years after they are
born.EJ

Jim Gladson
OREGON WILDLIFE
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THIS

AND THAT

Compiled by Ken Durbin
Colorado Citizens Do Something
Wilder

Colorado taxpayers, who have been
urged by the Division of Wildlife to
"Do Something Wild" for the past
two years, can do something even
wilder this time around. The law establishing the state income tax
check-off program was amended in
the last session of the state legislature to allow taxpayers to contribute
more than $10 or odd amounts to
nongame wildlife management.
In the past, the check-off allowed
taxpayers to designate $1, $5 or $10
of their state tax refunds for nongame wildlife. Beginning this year,
taxpayers may either check one of
the $1, $5 or $10 boxes or fill in their
own amount in a blank space included on the tax form. In surveys conducted by the Division, a significant
number of taxpayers said they would
like to contribute more than the $10
maximum allowed on the old tax
forms.

The check-off raised $350,000 in its
first year (1978), and the total went
over $500,000 last year.
Colorado Outdoors
*

No More Powdered Rhino Horn for

China

For centuries the Chinese have
prized powdered rhinoceros horn as
a cure-all that could do everything
from rising the libido to lowering
blood pressure.
But now China has officially decided to forsake its favorite restorative,
all for the sake of endangered rhinoceros.
As a new member of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Fauna and Flora,

China has complied with the

requirement that member countries
suspend their trade in and consumption of any animals facing extinction.
The rhinoceros population of East
Africa has been reduced by 90 percent in the past five years, according
to Lee Talbot, director of the World
Wildlife Fund, which thinks China
comprised the market for half those
rhinoceros horns.
New Mexico Wildlife
Page 14
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Watchable Wetlands

The Izaak Walton League of
America has launched its "Wetlands
Watch" campaign to involve sportsmen and citizens' groups in the
preservation of remaining wetlands.
They hope to emulate the success of
Ducks Unlimited's habitat protection program in Canada. Prototype
for the project is a 15-acre bog in
Maryland. This, as 1980 is launched
as "The Year of the Coast" by Presidential proclamation in an effort to
halt the spread of unregulated development along the nation's 100,000
miles of coastline.
Fish and Wildlife News
*

Caviar Substitute Bad News

If you're battling inflation and substituting gar eggs for caviar at dinner
parties, stop it, the American Chemical Society says. Gar roe, resembling
that of the sturgeon, contains toxic
substances that are still poorly understood, according to researchers at
the Society's recent Midwest regional
meeting. In fact, the eggs have even
been used to annihilate rats and fire

ants. Experiments suggest the

toxin(s) probably have major effects
on the transmission of nerve impulses, but classical analysis so far
has failed to uncover the secrets of
the substances, say Northwestern
State University scientists in Louisiana. (Ed. note: the gar is not found
in Oregon)
Fish and Wildlife News
*

An African Energy Crunch
Millions of families in the rural

areas of Africa and Asia are now reduced to eating most of their meai''.
cold, according to a recent study b
the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, and there is evidence in some countries of a shift in
small farm planting to foods that can
be eaten raw.
The reason is a mounting shortage
of wood, which is the basic fuel for
both cooking and heating in most of
the developing countries, even in the
cities.
This "poor man's energy crisis" has
only recently begun to receive official
attention but it is a growing problem
that is not going to go away.
African Wildlife

Wildlife Reflectors
The Swareflex Wildlife Warning
Reflector is under trial in several
states where deer-vehicle collisions
often result in animal deaths and
serious auto damage. Extensive scientific testing in Europe shows that
vehicular accidents involving animals
can be reduced by up to 80 percent,-.,,
Installed on both sides of a road, th¼
reflectors pick up the headlights of
approaching vehicles and reflect red

warning lights unnoticeable by

drivers. In effect, an optical "fence"
is created. Importance of such devices is underscored by the fact that
nearly 30,000 deer were killed by ve-

hides in Pennsylvania alone last
year.

National Wildlife Federation
*

Water1owl and Wetlands"
Proceedings Published:
Proceedings of a symposium on

,

-

"Waterfowl and Wetlands An Integrated Review" have been published
by the North Central Section of the
Wildlife Society. The symposium was
held in Madison, Wisconsin at the
39th Midwest Fish and Wildlife Conference in 1977. Copies of the 147page proceedings may be obtained for
$3.50 each from Mr. Gerald F. Martz,
Secretary-Treasurer, North Central
Section, The Wildlife Society, 4350
West Bath Road, Perry, Michigan
48872. Checks should be payable to
North Central Section, The Wildlife
Society.
Wildlife Management Institute

Lead Pollutes Roadside Ditches

Can anything be more exasperating than driving in heavy traffic behind a slow moving vehicle that just
can't seem to "get the lead out?"
Well, cattle may soon be wishing
vehicles would get the lead out too.
The University of Illinois Institute
for Environmental Studies reports
that most of the lead from automobile exhausts settles within 100 yards
of rural roads. Since lead is one of

the more toxic heavy metals, their
report recommends hay cut from

roadside right-of-ways be used fo.
livestock feed only with caution.
South Dakota Digest
MARCH 1980
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WINDOW
Among the more fascinating features of birds are their calls and songs.
These vary from simple alarm calls
or other communication sounds made
among family members to the complex and beautiful songs many birds
have developed.
Spring is a time for song. More than
at any other time of year, lengthening
stimulate the mating urge and
days
establishing of territories. With this
inten-

oes
dons
about an area of land and a
desire for company. Oregon's forests,
fields, and marshes offer the inquisifive or "observant" ear a symphony
spring songs. A front row seat at
of concert
this
often requires little more
than a moment's pause from the day's
activities to sit and listen.
Many believe that the west does
not provide the variety of bird songs
found in the eastern part of the
country. This may be true around
cities and towns for vocal cardinals,
and mockingbirds are absent from
populated areas of the northwest.
Still the robins, orioles, grosbeaks,
finches and wrens do provide an exciting spring chorus around our cities.
In the open lands and mountains,
however, Oregon offers the world its
own songsters equal to those found
anywhere.
The water ouzel or dipper offers its
beautiful song over the background
of a rushing mountain stream. In
eastern Oregon the loud, clear song
of the fox sparrow rings from the
hickets. From the tangled jungles of
stream bottoms in western Oregon to
the fir and spruce thickets of the
OREGON WILDLIFE

Cascades, float the strange melodies
of the hermit thrush, a premier vocalist of our woodlands. A variety of
warblers fill almost any habitat you
may visit with a spring greeting whose
volume and enthusiasm belies the
small size of the singer.
Among those interested in our
feathered denizens, the study of bird
songs is a whole science in itself.
Besides identification and territory
locations, songs provide a variety of
other coded signals ranging from
warnings to weather forecasts. Per-

haps one of the best ways to learn
about bird calls and how to identify
them is by listening to recorded songs
and calls available in both album and
cassette tape form. Distributed with
the popular Peterson Field Guide
series, the recordings are available
through most book stores and some
private organizations like the Audubon Society. When coupled with a
good field guide, this album or cassette can prepare you for yet another
form of outdoor learning and recreation.D

THIS MONTH'S

WINDOW

Songs
Take a field trip with your ears. Listen to and try to distinguish
as many different bird calls as you can.
From the songs or calls of birds, try to determine what area
different ones have chosen for their territory.
in

Pick a favorite bird and try to duplicate its call for others
your group.

Devise an experiment to find out during what week of the
spring or under what conditions the most bird songs are heard.
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'SAVE A PLACE FOR WILDLIFE'
More than 15 million American
school children, teachers, and conservationists are expected to participate
in the 1980 observance of National
Wildlife Week, March 16 through 22.
"Save a Place for Wildlife" will be
the theme for the 43rd annual celebration of the week that was first
proclaimed by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt in 1938 to rally public support for programs to enhance the
nation's wildlife population.
The importance of preserving wildlife habitat
areas where wild creatures can find food, water, cover, and
a place to raise their young
will
be emphasized this year, according to
Dr. Frederick R. Scroggin, president
of the National Wildlife Federation,
which sponsors the annual event.
The 1980 National Wildlife Week
poster animals are two young red
foxes, photographed for the NWF by
Brian Mime, of Thunder Bay, Ontario. On the reverse of the four-color
poster Mark Trail, the conservationist hero of a nationally-syndicat-

-

-

ed cartoon strip, explains what "Save
A Place For Wildlife" means, with

illustrations by artists Ed Dodd and
Jack Elrod, creators of the cartoon
character. More than 800,000 copies
of this poster will be mailed to Wildlife Week participants.
The NWF, which has 4.1 million
members and supporters, will also
distribute 597,000 copies of a second
poster, which bears color photographs
of 16 species of wildlife with information on each animal in English and
Spanish backing up the pictures.
Teachers across the country, as
well as in Guam, Puerto Rico, and
the Virgin Islands, will receive
394,000 Wildlife Week Education
Kits, which contain posters, activity
booklets, and badges. Youngsters will
receive 65,000 smaller student kits.
"Habitat is the key to a healthy
and abundant wildlife population,"
said NWF President Scroggin.
"Without habitat, there would be no
wildlife."

"But," Dr. Scroggin continued, "as

our demands for more homes, mor
food, and more energy continue to
mount, we are putting ever-increasing
pressure on our remaining wildlife
habitat. In some places, we are needlessly and recklessly destroying wildlife habitat."
"One of the big challenges of the
1980s is to settle the conflicts between
our own needs and the needs of our
wildlife. We must save a place for

wildlife."
Dr. Scroggin noted that President
Carter has designated 1980 as the
"Year of the Coast." The coast is just
one habitat vital to both people and
wildlife whose existence is threatened
"by pollution, by development, by
erosion," Scroggin said. "In addition,
our wetlands, our wilderness, our
prairies, and our oceans are priceless
habitats in need of protection."
"We can answer the challenge of
the next decade if all of us show our
concern," he emphasized. "With careful planning, we can grow and prosper
and still 'Save A Place For Wildlife.' "D

The poster below was designed in an i i by 28-inch size for use in Portland area Tri-Met busses. The Department
has a limited supply left and copies are available to the public on a first come, first served basis. Why not post one
in a conspicuous place and help us to "Do Something Wild?"

A new state law will give you
a chance to donate part of your
Oregon Income Tax Refund
to the Nongame Wildlife Fund.
Watch for the check-off box
on your Income Tax Form.
Make your mark for Oregon's
wildlife fUture.
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